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Abstract-- Depending on the instant and type of short circuit, 

and pre-fault operation state of the synchronous generator, the 
short circuit current may have delayed zero crossing in case of 
short circuits close to a generation unit. The switching arc drawn 
between the circuit breaker contacts causes a faster attenuation 
of the DC component, thus zero crossing of the SC current may 
occur sooner. 

 
In this paper the breaking capability of a 170-kV circuit 

breaker for a generator unit will be analyzed under worst-case 
conditions, which is connected to a 154-kV grid. The influence of 
the instant of the short circuit begin, CB arc model parameters 
and fault arc on current interruption is shown by means of ATP-
EMTP simulations. 

 
Keywords: circuit breaker, synchronous generator, breaking 

capability, delayed current zero crossing, circuit breaker arc, 
EMTP.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

hen a short-circuit close to a synchronous generator 
occurs, depending on the instant of short circuit (SC) 

begin and under-excited state of pre-fault operation, the 
transient DC component of the fault current may exceed the 
AC component and/or the subtransient AC component may 
decay faster than the DC component, resulting in short-circuit 
current not crossing zero for several cycles. This is termed a 
delayed current zero crossing phenomenon, which can impose 
great problem on an AC circuit breaker (CB). A number of 
studies [1] - [3] have been reported that have analyzed the 
interrupting phenomenon in a power transmission system 
through computer simulation. 

The switching arc drawn between the circuit breaker 
contacts during interruption causes a rapid attenuation of the 
DC component, thus zero crossing of the SC current occurs 
sooner. 

In this paper the breaking capability of a 170-kV SF6 
circuit breaker for a hydropower synchronous generator unit 
will be analyzed under worst-case conditions. Interruption of a 
metallic short circuit behind the unit transformer of a 97-MVA 
synchronous generator will be investigated under different 
pre-fault operation modes, whereas the current interruption by 
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the CB will be computed using a generalized arc model [4], 
[6]. EMTP-ATP is used for the numerical simulations [6]. 
Influence of the CB arc model parameters, instant of the short 
circuit begin and type and fault arc on current interruption will 
be shown. 

II.  FACTORS EFFECTING SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT 

WAVEFORM  

A.  Pre-Fault Operation of the Generator 

The worst-case regarding the delay of current zero crossing 
is expected, when a two-phase short circuit turns into a three-
phase circuit circuit with a delay of ¼ period (5 ms for 

50 Hzf  ) under a pre-fault operation of the generator in the 

under-excited state (leading current) [1], [2]. A metallic fault 
(negligible fault resistance) is assumed at the 154-kV grid side 
of the CB. Additionally, a simultaneous three-phase short 
circuit during an under-excited operation is studied. 

Other less critical pre-fault operation modes of the 
generator investigated are: 
 running at no-load ( 0 MW; 0Mvargen genP Q  ) 

 over-excitation of the generator at rated power,  
( 87.3MW; 42.3Mvargen genP Q   ) 

B.  Instant of Fault Occurrence 

The instant of fault inception influences the amplitude of 
the DC component of the SC current. The worst-case is 
expected, if a two-phase fault occurs at zero-crossing of the 
phase-to-phase voltage, 0abu  , which progresses to a three-

phase fault after ¼ period (5 ms) [1], [3]. In case of 
simultaneous three-phase fault, initiation of the fault at zero-
crossing of the phase a voltage, 0au  , causes maximum DC 

current component in phase a. In contrary, initiation of the 
fault at voltage peak of phase a (equivalent to zero-crossing of 
phase-to-phase voltage between b and c), causes larger DC 
components in the currents of phase b and c. 

III.  SYSTEM DATA AND REPRESENTATION 

A.  Synchronous Generator 

The data of the synchronous generator are summarized in 
Table 1. The generator is modelled using type-59 dynamic 
synchronous machine component of EMTP-ATP. The 
electrical part is described by Park equations in d-q-0 
components. The simple single-mass representation is applied 

W



for the mechanical part, which is adequate for hydro units and 
for the concerning short circuit duration. In fact the precise 
representation of the mechanical part of the generator and 
turbine is not necessary for the computation of SC currents. 

TABLE 1 
DATA OF THE 97-MVA SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 

parameter value parameter value 

rS  97 MVA qx  0.65 pu 

rU  13.8 kV qx  0.65 pu  1) 

pole pairs 14 qx  0.192 pu 

dx  1.10 pu qT   0   1) 

dx  0.282 pu qT   0.064 s 

dx  0.214 pu ar  0.0025 pu 

dT   2.69 s lx  0.16 pu  2) 

dT   0.063 s J  1.2·106 kg·m²  2) 
1)

q qx x   and 0qT    imply absence of the g-winding (eddy-current 

winding) on the quadrature axis of the type-59 synchronous machine model 
2)  assumed values taken from [7] for a hydro unit with rated power of 100 

MVA 

B.  Generator Bus Duct 

The high-current generator bus duct is represented by its 
total resistance 

5.32μΩ/m 31.1m 165.45μΩtotal dcR R l     , 

which is relatively small. The inductance of the bus duct is 
neglected compared to the series connected generator and 
transformer inductance. 

C.  Unit Transformer 

The unit transformer is modelled as a three-phase, 3-leg 
transformer in ATPDraw [8] using Hybrid Model based on the 
data given in Table 2. The transformer is represented as a 
linear component, i.e. the saturation of the iron core does not 
need to be considered, because only the short circuit 
behaviour has been analyzed. 

 
TABLE 2 

ELECTRICAL DATA OF THE UNIT TRANSFORMER 

rated power 97 MVA 

medium tap voltage ratio 
(HV/LV) 

154 kV / 13.8 kV 

percent impedance voltage  
at medium tap 

12.5 % 

load losses at rated current 312 kW 

no load losses at rated voltage 57 kW 

magnetizing current 0.2 % of Ir 

  

D.  Short 154-kV Overhead Line 

The unit transformers are connected to the outdoor 
switchyard by relatively short overhead lines (OHL) via one 
tower. The conductor type is ACSR 405/52 “Condor”. The 
shortest line length is 27.2 m for unit 3 and the longest one 

(unit 1) amounts to 80 m. As worst-case the shortest line 
length is used for the simulations in section 4. Electrical data 
of the OHL are calculated by LINE CONSTANTS routine [6] 
as follows: 
- positive-sequence: 

 (1) (1)0.0724 0.3625  Ω/km; C 10.09 nF/kmZ j     

- zero-sequence: 

 (0) (0)0.21628 1.413  Ω/km; C 4.89 nF/kmZ j   . 

E.  154-kV Network Equivalent 

The 154-kV network is represented at the 154-kV busbar 
by a Thevenin equivalent consisting of the short circuit 
impedance and voltage source. The initial symmetrical short 
circuit power is given as 3118MVAkS    including the three 

hydro-electric power units. The X/R-ratio of the SC 
impedance is given as 13.68. The positive-sequence SC 
impedance of the 154-kV equivalent network seen from one 

generator amounts to  (1) 0.71 9.72 ΩscZ j  . The zero-

sequence SC impedance at the 154-kV busbar is estimated 
using known short-circuit powers for three-phase and single-
phase short circuits. The ratio of the zero to positive sequence 

impedance is (0)

(1)

2.68sc

sc

Z

Z
 . 

F.  Circuit Breaker 

The 170-kV SF6 generator circuit breaker is located at the 
HV side of the unit transformer. The relay time is specified as 
10 ms, whereas opening time of the CB is 29 ms. Thereafter 
the arcing time begins. Hence the current interruption starts 
39 ms after the fault initiation. A dynamic arc model [4], [5] is 
used to represent the CB during the arcing period. The model 
consists of the combination of Mayr and Cassie models. The 
series connection of the time-varying arc resistances computed 
by solving the arc equations with constant parameters 
according Mayr and Cassie is used to represent the CB arc. 
The Mayr and Cassie differential equations are expressed as 
generalized arc equation [9] 

 1dg
G g

dt 
   (1) 

where τ  : is the arc time constant, standing for ,m c   

 g  : instantaneous arc conductance, 
 G  : stationary arc conductance. 

The stationary arc conductance Gm is defined for the Mayr 
equation as: 

2

0

arc
m

i
G

P
  (2) 

where  P0  : steady-state heat dissipation 
The stationary arc conductance Gc for the Cassie equation: 

0

arc
c

i
G

u
  (3) 

where u0  : constant arc voltage valid at high currents. 



The Mayr equation describes the arc behaviour in the 
region close to the current zero passing. The decision for arc 
extinction is made dominantly by the Mayr equation. The 
Cassie equation describes the arc accurately for high currents. 
The total arc conductance is calculated using (4): 

1 1 1

m cg g g
   (4) 

mg  and cg  are arc conductance of Mayr and Cassie models, 

respectively. 
The arc equations are described and solved in MODELS 

simulation language. The arc is represented by type-91 time-
varying resistance in EMTP-ATP. 

The only parameter that is known for that CB is the 
minimum arc voltage 0 500Vu  . Remaining values are taken 

from [4] given for a 110-kV SF6 CB: 

0 8800 W; 0.22μs; 0.8μsm cP      

IV.  COMPUTATION RESULTS 

In the following sections the simulation results will be 
presented for the worst-case of pre-fault operation modes of 
the synchronous generator with different fault inception 
instants. Fig. 1 shows the single-line diagram of the 97-MVA 
hydro-electric generation unit modelled using ATPDraw. The 
capability diagram of the generator given in Fig. 2 is used to 
select different pre-fault operation states. The pre-fault 
operating points used for the simulations are given in Table 3 
and indicated also in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1.  Single-line diagram of the circuit with 97-MVA generation unit 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Capability diagram of the hydro-electric generator 

 
For each pre-fault operating point of the generator, four 

different fault inception instants shown in Table 4 have been 

defined referring to [2]. The simulation cases will be named 
according to Tables 3 and 4. For example, OP-1C means a 
non-simultaneous fault (transition from two-phase to three-
phase fault) for the under-excited generation according to pre-
fault operation point OP-1. All pre-fault conditions have been 
determined by the load flow (FIX SOURCE) option of the 
EMTP-ATP automatically as steady-state condition [6].  

 
TABLE 3 

STUDIED PRE-FAULT OPERATING POINTS OF THE GENERATOR (SBASE = 97 MVA) 

Pre-fault operating point P in pu / MW Q in pu / Mvar 

OP-1  (under-excitation) 0.3 pu / 29.1 MW −0.8 pu / 77.6 Mvar 
OP-2  (under-excitation) 0.8 pu / 77.6 MW −0.4 pu / 38.8 Mvar 
OP-3  (over-excitation at 
rated operating point)

0.9 pu / 87.3 MW 0.436 pu / 42.3 Mvar

OP-4  (no-load) ≈ 0  ≈ 0 
OP-5 (reactive power only) ≈ 0  −0.8 pu / 77.6 Mvar 
 

TABLE 4 
INSTANTS OF FAULT OCCURRENCE 

Case ID Fault type * Description 

A k3 
simultaneous three-phase fault at zero-
crossing of uA 

B k3 
simultaneous three-phase fault at peak value 
of uA 

C k2 → k3 
non-simultaneous fault: two-phase fault at 
zero-crossing of uAB and transition to a three-
phase fault after 5 ms (uC = 0) 

D k2E → k3E
non-simultaneous fault: two-phase earth fault 
at zero-crossing of uAB and transition to a 
three-phase earth fault after 5 ms (uC = 0) 

* fault type symbols according to IEC 909 

 
It is assumed that the fault type given in Table 4 occurs 

right behind the concerning 170-kV circuit breaker without 
any fault resistance (worst-case). Any arc in air at fault 
location would significantly increase the resistance of the fault 
path impedance and decrease the time constant of the DC 
component of the short circuit current. In the following the 
worst-case of pre-fault operation OP-1 of the generator 
(under-excited operation) according to Table 3 will be 
presented, which causes the maximum arcing time in the CB. 

A.  Short Circuit in Under-excited State at Operation  
Point OP-1 

The maximum arcing time of 159 ms in the CB is expected 
for a non-simultaneous short circuit, case OP-1C. The arcing 
time should be in general shorter than 15 ms for the power 
frequency of 50 Hz. 

The computation results of the case OP-1C are shown in 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. In Fig. 4 the fault is initiated at t1 = 3.3 ms. 
Contact separation (t2) takes place 39 ms after the fault 
occurrence (t1). Phase a current is interrupted at its next zero-
crossing within a few ms. Maximum arcing time 159 ms 
(= t3−t2) is expected in phase b because of missing current 
zeros. 
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Fig. 3.  Prospective 3-phase short circuit current (no CB arc). Case OP-1C 
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Fig. 4.  Interruption of the non-simultaneous 3-phase short circuit current by 
CB Case OP-1C (arcing time = 159 ms) 

B.  Influence of Circuit Breaker Arc Parameters on the 
Delay of Current Zero Crossing 

In [5] the arc voltage for the Cassie model is determined 
for a 110-kV SF6 circuit breaker as 

0 2350 Vu  . 

This value is higher than 0 500Vu  given for the 170-kV 

circuit breaker. In order to see the influence of the arc voltage 
u0 on arcing time, simulations are repeated for the values: 

0 01000 V and 2000 Vu u  . 

Other arc parameters P0, τm and τc are kept unchanged. The 
simulations results for the case OP-1C (compare to Fig. 4) are 
shown in figures 5 and 6.  
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Fig. 5.  Interruption of the non-simultaneous 3-phase short circuit current by 
CB, Case OP-1C.  0 1000 Vu  (arcing time = 119 ms) 
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Fig. 6.  Interruption of the non-simultaneous 3-phase short circuit current by 
CB, Case OP-1C.  0 2000 Vu  (arcing time = 80 ms) 
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Fig. 7. Variation of arcing time depending on the arc voltage u0 

 
The relation between the arcing time and arc voltage u0 is 

given in Fig. 7. 

C.  Influence of the Fault Arc on the Short Circuit 
Current Waveform 

It is known that the fault arc in air may significantly 
decrease the time constant of the DC component of the short 
circuit current. For comparison purpose the non-simultaneous 
short circuits under under-excited pre-fault load condition of 
the generator are computed by taking into account the fault arc 
as a dynamic component in the simulation model [10], [11]. 
Case OP-1C with a non-simultaneous short circuit (transition 
from two-phase to three-phase arc fault without earth 
connection) and longest arcing time 159 ms is selected for 
comparison. The fault arc length is set equal to the distance 
between phase conductors, which is 2.9 m. Arc elongation is 
not taken into account. The arc parameters used to simulate 
the fault arcs are  

0 0

' '
01.04 kV/m; 40 mΩ/km; 1 ms.u r     

The CB arc with 0 500 Vu   as well as the fault arc are 

considered in the simulation of case OP-1C. The SC current in 
each phase is compared in Fig. 7 with the results given in 
Fig. 4. It can be seen that the delay of missing zero crossing of 
the SC currents becomes significantly shorter due to the non-
linear fault arc resistance, which decreases the time constant 
of the DC component of the SC current. 
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Fig. 7.  Comparison of the SC currents for the case OP-1C; Simulation of the 
current interruption with CB arc versus simulation with CB and fault arc 

D.  Measure Against Long Arcing Time 

It will be necessary to delay the opening of the circuit 
breaker by the protection taking into consideration the worst-
case, if applicable, in order to decrease the arcing time to 



maximum 20 ms, i.e. one period. For this purpose the 
maximum SC current zero crossing delay is to be specified by 
analyzing the delay of the zero crossing of the prospective SC 
current without influence by the CB arc for the cases defined 
in Tables 3 and 4. Case OP1-D, i.e. non-simultaneous fault, 
when a two-phase fault evolves into a three-phase fault, 
during under-excited operation of the generator, results in the 
maximum time delay, zero-delay 399 mst  for the SC current 

zero crossing. Considering a maximum allowed arcing time of 
the CB of one period, i.e. 20 ms, relay time, relay 10 mst  , and 

opening time, open 29 mst  , of the CB (after this time delay 

arcing in CB starts), the relay “off” signal must be delayed 

off-delay 340 mst   for the worst case, OP1-D, using the 

equation 

off-delay zero-delay relay opent t t t    (5) 

The SC current interruption for the case OP-1D with the 
“off” signal delay 340 ms by the relay is shown in Fig. 8. The 
CB arc in the simulation model is after off-delayt  active. 
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Fig. 8.  Interruption of the non-simultaneous 3-phase short circuit current by 
the CB arc. Case OP-1D with relay “off” signal delay 340 ms  (arcing time = 
14 ms) 

V.  CONCLUSION 

The breaking capability of a 170-kV SF6 circuit breaker for 
a hydro-electric generation unit has been studied for short 
circuits in a 154-kV grid close to the generation unit. 
Particularly, the delay of zero crossing of CB pole currents 
has been analyzed because this phenomenon may cause high 
stress on CB. The pre-fault operation state of the synchronous 
generator plays an important role regarding delayed zero 
crossing of the short circuit current due to the DC component 
of the SC current. Under-excited operation state is 
unfavourable in this respect. The amplitude of the DC 
component is also affected by the instant of fault inception. As 
worst-case a metallic fault without arc is taken into account in 
the computations. 

Out of five pre-fault operation points of the generator 
investigated, the under-excited operation (case OP-1) results 
for a non-simultaneous short circuit (transition from a two-
phase to a three-phase fault) in the maximum arcing time of 
159 ms, when the relay “off” signal is not delayed. The short 
circuit is assumed to occur in the 154-kV switchyard behind 
the circuit breaker as worst-case.  

Another case studied but not presented in the paper is a 
short circuit between unit transformer and circuit breaker in 
the short 154-kV overhead line. In this case short circuit 
currents from the other two generation units of the 
hydropower plant and the short circuit current from the 154-
kV grid will superpose and flow through the circuit breaker. 
Due to high short circuit current injected from the 154-kV 
grid, no missing zero crossing in the CB current occurs even 
under the unfavourable pre-fault operation of the generators. 
Consequently this fault case is not critical regarding CB 
operation. 

It will be necessary to delay the opening of the circuit 
breaker 340 ms by the protection for the worst-case, if 
applicable, in order to decrease the arcing time to maximum 
20 ms, i.e. one period. 

When instead of a metallic fault an arc fault in air occurs, 
then the delay of zero crossing of the short circuit current will 
be substantially reduced as shown by the numerical 
simulations. 

The computation results with the consideration of the CB 
arc and fault arc models may contain uncertainty because no 
measurement could be made using the real CB. They should 
be seen however as indication. 
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